


Grace Garrett has worked in the design industry over the past twenty years, including graphic design, fashion and interiors.

 
She has been an Educator at Sydney Design School and has extensive experience as a colourist and designer both in Australia and 

overseas. Grace has a style that is dynamic, modern and bold. Her collections are inspired by travels, and the journey of life  
experience. The first collection Beauty of Asia was created whilst living in Asia. Grace now has a number of collections under her belt.

Featured in Australian House & Garden magazine’s Top Women in Design, her textiles are regularly seen in a number of other major 
interior design publications.

Grace has also embarked on an exciting new collaboration with Coco Republic creating an exclusive, custom rug collection.
 

Grace has also teamed up with Taubmans, styling and designing for photo shoots, and was a guest speaker at the  
Taubmans Colour of The Year Launch.

Grace is now becoming recognised as a leading Australian textile designer and stylist.

She has been recognised by Porter’s Paints for excellence in colour and surface design, and has been a finalist in the Australian Du-
lux Colour Awards, the Designer Rugs Awards and the Fred Hosking Surface Design Awards.

 

T + 61 403 016 421  I   grace@gracegarrett.com  I   @gracegarrettdesign

  



This collection has been inspired by the wonderful global and 
eclectic mix of pattern colour and design referencing many cultures. 

These are trends we are now seeing  - 
not just in fashion but interior decoration as well.

 Embracing old artisan techniques in rug weaving, vintage  
ceramics and the ever present Bohemian trend that has swept us 
up in a variety of forms - Ive drawn inspiration from this, to create 

the Blurred Lines Collection.

Interpreting traditional patterns updated in a dramatic and  
modern way, abundant with texture in a trend that blurs the lines 

between local and global.

The look is raw, stripped back, yet retains inviting warmth by  
combining textures of both fabrics and design, and has an  

element of sophistication - especially when you have the ability to 
adjust the colour palette or scale of the design to suit your current 

projects.



2350-05 Warrior - Nude

2351-18 Free Spirit - Original



2345-05 Blurred Lines - Nude

2346-06 Hemera - Black

2349-18 Beatnik - Original





2345-02 Blurred Lines - Ink 2362-09 Between The Lines - Furnace





2344-21 Boheme Tropical - Summer

2352-12 Tic-Tac-Toe - Yellow Stone 2346-25 Hemera - Moss Reverse



2358-18 Gypsy Grande - Original

2354-18 Boho Diamond - Original

2345-11 Lines and Vines - Mineral Green







2348-18 Nomad - Original

2345-16 Blurred Lines - Purple Ash

2353-04 Tic-Tac-Toe Grande -
Barely Blue

2355-03 Moss Garden - Woodrose



2359-18 Lines and Vines - Original

2354-03 Boho Diamond -
Woodrose 2352-01 Tic-Tac-Toe - Teal





2357-13 Gypsy - Seared Earth

2354-02 Boho Diamond - Ink

2351-14 Free Spirit - Tawny Orange
2344-17 Boheme Tropical -

Deep Sea



2356-18 Moss Garden Grande - Original

2348-13 Nomad - Seared Earth
2362-14 Between The Lines -

Tawny Orange

2350-02 Warrior - Ink





2347-04 Hemera Grande - Barley Blue

2344-19 Boheme Tropical - Winter





2347-19 Hemera Grande -
Ink Reverse

2349-15 Beatnik - Rainy Day

2352-06 Tic-Tac-Toe Grande - 
Black




